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Introduction

When a person makes a statement that you don’t understand there are at least two possibilities:

1. You don’t comprehend the statement.
2. The statement is nonsense.

The question you have to ask yourself  is 'how do I tell the difference?'.

We seem to  live  in  a  world of  nonsense  whether  highly  technical  jargon sounding like  nonsense,
verbiage like jargon used in business where plain speaking would be preferable and New Age ideas like
Spirit Science that combines quantum mechanical terms and spirituality resulting in amusing bunk. 

Language leaves you confused and uncertain when it should communicate truth with clarity to facilitate
practical decision making.

Is this world of  nonsense like insanity? In fact a psychological phenomena called word salad (inspiring
the title of  this work), sometimes demonstrated by people suffering from Schizophrenia, is composed
of  sentences that are grammatically correct but semantically meaningless. In the modern world it may
feel like you are listening to word salad but, are the speakers doing this deliberately or they just don’t
know they're talking nonsense?

'A contemplation of  the lettuce verbiage ensemble' is an experimental form of  literature. If  you watch
Science Fiction you may have heard something that occasionally resembles it as Scotty or La Forge of
the Starship Enterprise spouts sciencey sounding nonsense as part of  a plot device. Perhaps you have
been in a meeting or management seminar and wondered if  your IQ had dropped since college since
the lecturer appears to be talking complete bollocks. Or a political speech by a notable politician may
get a standing ovation at conference but leaves you cold and left out as though there's some social
clique secret you're not privy to. 

So, I invite you to bloat your consciousness with a stream of  nonsense.

M Chapman.
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Divine nipple twiddling

The spondooly-generator  head-spin  entangles  the  n-dimensional  quantum soul  singularity  gubbins.
Astrological flamdoodle telepathic crystal frequencies empathise with the cosmic electric doohickey.
Propagating mental illness waves of  higher nether-region-consciousness using washed-hog antioxidant
to  activate  your  DNA  razzmatazz  with  dihydrogen  monoxide  and  electrolytes.  Thingamabobin
magnetic  continuum  field  joyment  jamas  framas  with  Jebus  juice  gives  you  an  etheric  enema  by
psychokinesis. Spirit cleanse from cosmic shiny moonbeam ectoplasm using a homoeopathic absorbent
tampon. Phrenological analysis of  the frequencies wave thingumajig demonstrate sacred geometry of
the  botoxed  lay  line  sympathetic  energy.  Phantasmagorical  extra  terrestrial  brain  chakras  leads  to
psychic teaching resulting in consciousness bloating word salad gobbledogook. Sassafras iridological
soul viewing malarkey resonates sympathetic crystals in new age divine nipple twiddling.

The mammy jarma quintessence wave-guide dynamic ethereal positiveness illuminates the cerebellum
interplex hoochi cho. Combining the first and second astral plane with psychic goo-plasm of  the nth
fortitude, insight is divinely revealed in a broad-spectrum electromagnetic phase inversion with re-verb
and glutinous maximus liquefaction. Musical vibration stimulates the brain wobble board producing a
yin-yang tensor of  the forth magnitude. Geometric Viagra LASER beam aligns the quantum spirit
mondable multi-verse. This allows the Tesla coil contraceptive embryogenesis matrix to synergise with
the etheric dimension to the fifth power. Using endothermic synaesthesia with serpentine lubricant,
climatic perpetual motion can be achieved with vigorous mammary stiction along a thermal gradient.
With bovine brain oscillatory synchronisation in the alpha pattern, equine excreta can be brought into a
higher transcendental bilateral plane of  meta-consciousness with minimal flatulence. 

Vaseline lubrication enables beyond normal sphincter vibration leading to a sense of  quasi-spiritual well
beinghood and major forth, firth and six chakra energy centre arousal with conducive energy nimble
flow.  Hydroponic  nipple  clamp spin  laxatives  digest  multi-audio  and  olfactory  lateral  stimuli  with
vigorous S&M. PVC codpiece magnetic containment enables vortex plasma combination in infinite
scrotal epidermal folds. Contemplation of  the esoteric inner ocular mam-jarma is enough to generate
finite unobtainium prophylactically. Inter-dimensional astral surfing ratheons teach anal probe mantras
using electric carbon nano-tube dingus with inertial platitude. Cybernetic fluid hyperdermal viscosity
increases  the  MacGuffin  chain  reaction  beyond  the  event  horizon.  Electro  convulsive  flamdingle
hepatic enzyme conversion with penile ensizement measured with the psycho-passive metric. 

Ethical perplexing radical dichotomy resolves an eternal pentacle of  Druidic Cretan philosophic meta-
thought.  Higher  morphic  tachyons  penetrate  the  temporal  mind  field,  cryogenically  sterilising  the
lumerniferous rectal participant. Mitochondrial meta stasis pontificates on the real meaning of  retro-
abortive  Christmas.  Elixir  extracted from the miasmatic  corpse  ooze diluted with gluten free aqua
vacillates the flamenco dance altered state. The falsifiable lunar mirror beam fangle, confabulates the
collective memory engram jibba-jabba. Counter-factual syncopation rhythmically triggers a brain lobe
discharge  with  high  soul  resonance.  The  money  shifting  cunnilingus  meta-mandible  promotes  the
global-doodley flip market holism using 'hope and pray' supply chain management. Modular globules
are acquired by osmotic E-by-gum-learning with meditative sigmoid aerodynamic. Knees-up adversarial
collaboration group using polymer adhesive bonding to spin-up the stratified organisation turbine of
the empowered enterprise  ecology.  Applying  the  neuronal  denudement  of  the  mental  group think
pineapple utilising a forward thinking mucus oiled butt plug. Prozac enhanced atomic infusion paraglide
infarction determines the peristaltic progression along the alimentary provision link. 
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